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A twenty-year-old woman walked into an NYPD station and stated that she planned to kill herself. 
The NYPD called EMT to have her transported to a psychiatric hospital. The two police officers, 
Danamarie Alessio, accompanied the EMTs to the hospital, where her partner PO James Hall joined 
them. While the hospital was preparing the woman for admission, PO Hall asked one of the EMTs 
to provide the Ambulance Call Report (“ACR”) number. The EMT held up a Toughbook, a 
reinforced tablet, which contained the number. PO Hall, claiming he could not see it, asked the 
EMT to read it aloud. The EMT, who believed it was a breach of privacy to say the number aloud in 
a public area, refused and held up the Toughbook. Eventually, PO Alessio was able to obtain the 
ACR number. 

Later, in the ambulance bay, PO Hall and PO Alessio approached the EMT and argued. According 
to the EMT and a hospital police officer who witnessed the incident, PO Hall threatened to arrest 
the EMT for not providing the ACR number. The conflict eventually abated, and the EMT was not 
arrested. He approached his FDNY lieutenant, who called PO Hall’s supervisor, and who told the 
EMT to “chalk it up as a bad day.” Instead, the EMT filed a complaint with the CCRB. 

Four months later, while that complaint was under investigation, the same EMT was called to 
respond to an individual who had overdosed. When he arrived, he saw that PO Hall was the officer 
on the scene. Rather than attend to the person for whom the call had been made, PO Hall addressed 
the EMT, complaining that he had filed a complaint against him and that the EMT was “not a man.” 
When the patient had been taken to the ambulance, PO Alessio was present, and she too insulted 
the EMT for filing the initial complaint, calling him a “bitch.” The EMT provided information on 
the second incident to the CCRB. 

During her CCRB interview, PO Alessio confirmed that there had been a conflict with the EMT 
about the original ACR number but stated that once she had obtained the number, she had left the 
hospital. PO Hall had confirmed that there was an argument in the ambulance bay but denied 
threatening to arrest the EMT. When shown security video footage of the confrontation in the 
ambulance bay with the EMT, PO Alessio declined to change her story, stating instead that she had 
not had any interaction in the ambulance bay. In addition, the memo book entries that PO Alessio 
provided at her CCRB interview did not match those that had been obtained by a document request 
to IAB months earlier. 

 The CCRB substantiated allegations that PO Hall had been discourteous, had threatened to use 
force against the EMT, and had threatened to arrest the EMT. It substantiated allegations that PO 
Alessio had been discourteous during both encounters. 

It further found that PO Alessio had made a false official statement, likely when she denied entering 
the ambulance bay even after being shown security footage of her doing so, and it substantiated 
additional unspecified misconduct, likely doctoring her memo book entries before an official 
interview. 



The NYPD disciplined PO Alessio by giving her a Command Discipline-A. She remains assigned to 
the Mid-town South Precinct. 
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they walked along the sidewalk, but they did not stop to observe the incident and were merely passing by. According to  
  girlfriend was not present during the incident. 

 
PO1: stripes on shoulder in uniform, white male, muscular build, short salt and pepper hair, approximately 6’3” or 6’4” tall, 
approximately 40 or 50 years old 
PO2: unknown 
PO Hall: identified by  as the same subject officer from  prior complaint, white male, brown hair, 5’10” 
tall, in uniform, in his 30s or 40s, stocky build 
PO3: white male, early 30s, approximately 6’1” tall, brown or black hair, short hair, slender build 
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not spoken with  since January 7, 2015. PO Hall denied telling  that he was “not a man” for filing a CCRB 
complaint against him. Hearing these allegations did not refresh PO Hall’s recollection of being present during the incident. 
 PO Hall stated that PO Alessio did not refer to  as a “bitch” in his presence, and he had no knowledge of 
whether PO Alessio made these comments when he was not present. PO Hall did not know whether PO Alessio referred to  

 as a “pussy.” PO Hall did not know whether PO Alessio made any other offensive comments toward  during 
the incident. 
 PO Hall was unaware of any other officer having a problem with  










